Press Brief

brillianz BayLite brightens bar
brillianz lighting solutions has extended its reach to Portugal by lighting up the Arte Bar,
a local venue situated in Albufeira, in the Algarve. As well as illuminating the outside
decking area, brillianz is now providing cutting edge indoor LED lighting to spotlight the
stage for the live singers that perform there regularly.
The business had previously recognised and appreciated the cost reducing benefits of
brillianz lighting products. After installing brillianz BayLite to for the outside decking
area, the bar is now reaping the benefits of running energy efficient LED lighting indoors
as well. The bar owner, Maria described how this has made significant savings for the
business, whilst creating a phenomenal amount of high quality bright light.
brillianz BayLite operates on a low cost low maintenance basis, with over 50,000 hours
of operating life, so as Maria stated, “this light looks like it will be the longest standing
asset to the bar!”
As well as cost savings Maria describes how this brillianz LED light is much easier to
maintain than their old lighting. They now do not need to worry about bulbs failing and
having to change them which typically meant getting the ladder out when the bar
was quiet.
Arte bar has used brillianz LED BayLite not only to light up the performers’ stage but
simultaneously reduce the amount of heat generated by the old lighting, to make
performing much more comfortable for the singers. Maria explained “The singers used
to have to take breaks much more often because of the heat from the stage lights.
Now they only stop to get a drink. They really appreciate the “cool” new well lit stage!”
The reduced amount of heat generated from brillianz LED lighting has also cut
significantly the air conditioning costs for the business. Now the bar does not need to
worry about removing the heat produced by the old halogen spotlights - a great way
to further decrease operating costs!
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